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Although the importance of religion in causing and driving the Civil War has rarely been 
doubted, historians‟ attention has more often been drawn to the study of „Puritanism‟ 
before the outbreak of the wars, and „radicalism‟ during them.  The focus has been on 
the issues of doctrinal debates, denominational conflict, the effort to impose godly 
discipline in England, and the extent of toleration, rather than to a study of the 
institution of the Church during the mid seventeenth century.  Much has been made of 
the campaign to reform the morals of the nation, from the abolition of the few remaining 
„Popish‟ festivals on the calendar and the attacks upon „profane‟ or „heathen‟ 
entertainments (such as May poles or Sunday sports), to the Commonwealth legislation 
against swearing and fornication, culminating with the aborted project of the Major-
Generals during the Protectorate.[1]  More recent work has focused upon the continuing 
attachment of the nation to the Book of Common Prayer and Anglicanism.[2]  What 
study that has been made of the machinery of Church has tended to finish abruptly at the 
revolutionary seismic fault line of 1642.[3]   
The ecclesiastical legislation of the early 1640s is justly famous, but developments 
within the institutional structure and administration of the Church after 1645 have been 
largely overlooked.  In the space of a few short years, the House of Commons 
deconstructed the ancient apparatus of the episcopal Church, and replaced it with a 
Presbyterian equivalent.  The abolition of the Court of High Commission and the 
exclusion of the bishops from the Lords in 1641 were followed inevitably by the 
abolition of episcopacy.  In 1645, Parliament swept away the Anglican liturgy of the 
Church of England, replacing the Book of Common Prayer with the Directory of 
Worship, a reformed liturgy acceptable to the majority of the godly in England and 
Scotland.[4]  The Directory brought ceremonies into line with Presbyterian practice and 
suppressed customs and items of church furnishing considered superstitious or 
idolatrous.  It was only in 1646, however, that Parliament returned its attention to the 
structure of the Church, ordaining that a Presbyterian system should be adopted 




of places, most notably in London and Lancashire.  Where they operated, the classes 
took up the former bishops‟ responsibility for the ordination of the clergy and the 
discipline of congregations.  Historians have traditionally been pessimistic about these 
measures, and there is little doubt that in many places they failed.  John Morrill 
concluded that „these ordinances were not only largely ignored but actively resisted‟, 
estimating that fewer than a quarter of English parishes purchased the Directory.[5]  
Indeed, as Claire Cross noted, many historians „have denied that a church in any 
organised form existed in England between 1646 and 1660‟.[6] 
However, the rejection by many congregations of classical Presbyterianism, or of 
the strictures of godly discipline, should not lead us to conclude that there was no 
ecclesiastical institution in place in the mid seventeenth century.  For too long, historians 
have been too easily distracted by sectarian squabbles that occurred often within a 
national church that was able to accommodate a broad godly consensus.  The work of 
the Committee for Plundered Ministers demonstrates that there was an established 
national Church during this period, and that, for some of the clergy, this was a golden 
age of doctrinal tolerance and financial remuneration.  The work of this committee and 
its successors included the sequestration of Royalist clergy, the appointment of approved 
ministers to vacant benefices, and two major surveys of the entire Church, which led to 
the start of a wholesale reorganisation of the parochial structure of the Church of 
England.  Perhaps the most important aspect of these committees‟ activities, though, was 
the augmentation of clerical livings, by which they sought to create an adequately-funded 
clergy.   
The Committee for Plundered Ministers was created by Parliament in 1642, 
initially to relieve those ministers sympathetic to Parliament who had suffered at the 
hands of Royalists, on an ad hoc basis.  Its powers were soon extended, however, to 
include the sequestration of Royalist clergy, the approval of ministers for vacant 
benefices, and the augmentation of clerical wages, by which they sought to create an 
adequately funded clergy.[7]  In 1650, a monumental survey of the national Church was 
undertaken, the first attempt to assess accurately the state of the Church since the Valor 
Ecclesiasticus of 1535.  When Parliament swept away the episcopal hierarchy of the Church 
of England in 1646, its possessions were confiscated.  Although most of these estates 
were sold to raise ready funds, the impropriate rectories and tithes were reserved for the 
better maintenance of the clergy, and these were vested into the hands of a second body, 




augmentation was terminated with the expulsion of the Rump Parliament in 1653, when 
its committees also ceased to sit, leaving the Trustees as the sole body directing the entire 
policy.  It was this body that built upon the 1650 survey, beginning a complete 
reorganisation of the parochial structure of the Church in the late 1650s.[9]  The 
appointment of the „triers‟ in 1654 to scrutinise potential ministers introduced further 
centralised supervision into the affairs of the Church.  By allowing many congregations 
to select ministers that were acceptable to themselves, the committees supported the 
broadest range of denominational practice in the history of the English national Church.  
Nevertheless, authority within the Church in the 1640s and 1650s was not simply 
devolved to individual congregations, and the committees were not averse to supporting 
ministers despite the hostility of local congregations.  Between 1642 and 1660, therefore, 
the Church was directed and administered by centrally appointed government 
committees, who oversaw the appointment of clerics, arranged generous salaries for 
many ministers, and undertook ambitious policies that would have reformed the 
medieval parochial structure of the Church of England into something much more 
manageable and responsive to the needs of its parishioners. 
Despite this range of important activities, these committees have rarely been 
studied in detail.  Nevertheless, their work cut squarely across all of the key debates in 
mid-seventeenth-century historiography.  The debate about the nature of the Church, 
and indeed whether there should even be an established Church, was of fundamental 
concern to contemporary religious writers.  This debate particularly manifested itself in a 
protracted and sometimes bitter discussion about tithes, the source of much of the 
revenue used to fund clerical augmentations, putting the Committee at the heart of this 
controversy.  Any changes to the system of tithes would have had profound implications 
for the future of the national Church during the 1640s and 1650s.  Yet the Committee 
has rarely been discussed, largely because historians remain sceptical about the nature of 
the Church in this period.  The monumental History of the English Church During the Civil 
Wars and Under the Commonwealth by William Shaw, first published in 1900, discussed the 
committees in detail, but Shaw restricted himself largely to a narrative of the changes in 
policy and personnel, never subjecting their work to any systematic analysis.  Indeed, the 
only rigorous evaluation of the Committee and the Trustees so far published is a solitary 
article, by Rosemary O‟Day and Ann Hughes, an analysis of the augmentation of livings 
in Derbyshire and Warwickshire.[10]  However, whilst they reached somewhat 




research into Lancashire is much more positive, suggesting that there was a wide range of 
divergent experiences in different localities.  This essay will analyse the key activity of the 
Committee for Plundered Ministers and the Trustees for the Maintenance of a Preaching 
Ministry within Lancashire, the augmentation of clerical wages.   Moreover, what I hope 
that it will show is that if we turn our attention from doctrine to structure we can see that 
there was a functioning, national, established Church in existence in the 1640s and 1650s.  
 
* * * 
The establishment of a well-endowed preaching ministry had been a goal of the godly 
since long before the start of the Civil Wars.  The religion of the Word emphasised the 
importance of the sermon, and thus required men capable of preaching to the masses.  
Ad hoc schemes of itinerant ministers had been used since the Reformation to propagate 
the gospel in the „dark corners‟ of the land, but there had been little success in planting 
an educated clergy throughout the countryside.[11]  If the Church was to attract educated 
men – university graduates even – it would need the means to remunerate them, means 
that the Church was sorely lacking.  Indeed, Christopher Hill recognised this issue to be 
crucial: „The major problem of the church of the old regime, all would have agreed, was 
that most livings were not adequate to maintain a learned clergyman.‟  It was a situation 
made more complicated because much of the country‟s ecclesiastical revenues were held 
in lay hands, leaving many benefices impoverished.  „It was difficult to persuade a lay 
rector to augment a living; the church had no funds available… the property rights of lay 
patrons stood in the way of that reform of the church which the Puritans claimed most 
to wish to see.‟[12]  Despite some individual efforts to improve the value of particular 
livings, there was to be no systematic attempt to improve the income of the clergy until 
the intervention of the Committee for Plundered Ministers.   
The spiritual needs of early modern Lancashire were notoriously ill-provisioned.  
There were just sixty-two parishes, many of which covered vast areas; Whalley, for 
instance, covered 106,395 acres.  Although many parishes incorporated several chapels of 
ease, nevertheless there were just 182 churches and chapels in total, ministering to a 
population of around 150,000.[13]  It was not only the problems of large parishes and 
swollen congregations that necessitated the reformation of Lancashire‟s parochial 
network.  There was an urgent need to redress the extreme inequalities of wealth 
experienced by the county‟s clergy.  The population boom of the late Middle Ages meant 




Where Lancashire had once had some of the poorest livings in the country, by the early 
seventeenth century they included some of the richest.  In 1650, seventeen of 
Lancashire‟s rectors were due £100 or more from tithes; the rector of Croston had an 
income of £349, the rector of Wigan £417, whilst the rector of Winwick could expect 
£660.[15] 
Even in those parishes where the tithes amounted to large sums of money, the 
vast bulk of them were often reserved to an impropriating layman.  The sale of 
appropriated ecclesiastical property in the sixteenth century had left many of Lancashire‟s 
rectories in the hands of lay men, leaving the incumbents with a small fraction of the 
parochial revenues.  Whilst seventeen Lancashire ministers earned £100 or more from 
their tithes in 1650, sixteen of Lancashire‟s vicars received stipends worth £20 or less.[16]  
The tithes of Huyton, Deane, Eccles and Warrington were all worth £150 or more, but 
the vicars received stipends of £10, £10, £18 and £20 respectively.  Perhaps the most 
glaring anomaly was at Leigh, where the vicar‟s salary was £18 1s. 4d., plus a horse worth 
at £10, from tithes valued at £632 per annum in 1636; from this stipend, the vicar paid 
an assistant £4 and £1 10s in taxes.[17]  Yet, this was as nothing compared to the 
poverty of the ministers serving at the county‟s chapels of ease, the vast majority of 
whom had no fixed income and who were therefore reliant upon the charity of their 
congregation for their maintenance.  In 1650, fifty-one of the curates of chapels received 
£15 or less; twenty-three of these received £5 or less, some as little as £1.  As 
Christopher Hill noted grimly, „agricultural labourers were paid better than that‟![18]  It is 
thus no surprise that there was such difficulty finding suitable men willing to take these 
posts, and thirty-eight of Lancashire‟s churches and chapels were vacant at the time of 
the survey in 1650.[19]  This was the situation that the various schemes to augment 
clerical livings sought to address.  Between 1645 and 1653, 127 augmentations were 
awarded to Lancashire‟s clergy, supporting 125 ministers serving at 122 churches and 
chapels.[20]  The dwindling of resources coupled with the reorganisation of the system in 
1654 meant that many grants  were never paid or ceased to be paid as time went on; 
nevertheless, between 1654 and 1660, fifty livings in the county were improved with 
augmentations.   
The sequestration of the benefices of Royalist clergymen provided the initial 
means for supporting Parliamentarian clergy, the Committee depriving the malignant 
cleric and intruding an approved minister into his place.  The earliest action of the 




March 1645, and in total it settled eight rectories and vicarages upon new ministers 
between 1645 and 1647.[21]  It also took advantage of these arrangements to improve 
the income of the curates serving at the chapels within these parishes, by dedicating a 
fixed proportion of the parish tithes to each particular minister.  In total, settlements 
permanently redistributing the tithes, such as this, were made to the benefit of the 
curates of sixteen chapels in six parishes.[22]  Soon, the Committee extended its activities 
from simply depriving malignant clergy to providing for such ministers as were approved 
by the county‟s committeemen and godly ministers, by providing an augmentation to 
their stipends from sequestered ecclesiastical revenues, in particular from impropriate 
tithes sequestered from Royalist lay rectors.  
At first, the Committee limited itself to granting fixed sums to supplement 
clerical livings from the tithes of the respective parish.  Thus, in 1645, the ministers at 
Leigh and Atherton received augmentations of £50 and £40 respectively from the 
sequestered tithes of Leigh.[23]  The Committee soon pooled the revenues of 
sequestered impropriate rectories from across the county, using them to augment livings 
throughout Lancashire.  In total, 104 such augmentations were granted to the ministers 
of Lancashire by 1653.  As Table 1 demonstrates, these were overwhelmingly for annual 
sums of £50, with some sixty of the 104 augmentations for this value.  Five 
augmentations were for larger amounts, and the largest grant was made to Jeremy 
Marsden, awarded £100 a year in 1651 to preach throughout the large parish of 
Whalley.[24]  Augmentations could be for much smaller sums, though: Bradshaw chapel 
was awarded just £13 16s. 10d. in 1646, whilst Edward Woolmer of Flixton received £16 
formerly reserved from the parish to a prebend of Lichfield.[25]  However, these were 
particularly low, and of the remaining thirty-nine augmentations worth less than £50 
granted by 1653, twenty-eight were for £40. 
 
[Insert Table 1 here] 
 
As time went by, the Committee sought to increase its original grants, and fifteen 
augmentations were improved, normally to the value of £50; by 1653, eleven 
augmentations had been raised to this value (Table 1).  Once again, sums larger than this 
were also awarded: the minister at Atherton saw his augmentation of £50 raised to £70 
in 1649, whilst the £100 settlement made for Richard Heyrick of Manchester in 1651 was 




awarded, such as the £25 1s. 8d. awarded to the minister of Chipping in 1652.  Worse, 
the value of some augmentations fell; the £40 augmentation of the minister of Overton 
ended when the sequestration of the Bolton-le-Sands tithes were discharged, to be 
replaced with £35 6s. 8d. from a rent formerly reserved to the bishop of Chester.  The 
£40 augmentation granted to Newchurch-in-Culcheth was discharged in 1649 when it 
became apparent that the tithes of Culcheth had been wrongly sequestered; it seems 
never to have been replaced.[27] 
In granting augmentations, the Committee for Plundered Ministers seems to have 
been concerned by two factors: the need to increase the woefully low value of many 
livings, and the desire to extend the preaching of the gospel.  The emphasis of the 
Committee‟s work, especially during the Commonwealth, was focused upon improving 
the income of ministers serving at chapels, many of which had no fixed maintenance.  Of 
the thirty-five augmentations made for Lancashire between 1649 and 1653, only seven 
were for parish churches; even these seven included small and poor parishes such as 
Claughton, Chipping and Ribchester.  The poverty and great burden attached to these 
cures were often explicitly stated as the reasons for the augmentation.  The poor 
maintenance of the chapels at Burnley, Colne and Padiham was contrasted with the great 
pressure placed upon the ministers in those places, Burnley and Colne reportedly 
consisting of 1,500 communicants, whilst Padiham had 1,000 communicants.  It was not 
only in the chapels that a low salary and heavy burden made livings unattractive.  
Although the vicarage of Blackburn was worth £50 a year, it was situated in a market 
town and was responsible for a congregation estimated at 4,000 people.  The Committee 
for Plundered Ministers was concerned „[tha]t in regard of the greatness of the charge & 
the smallness of the meanes there… no minister would accept therof‟, and so added £50 
a year to the vicar‟s income.[28] 
Certainly the Committee for Plundered Ministers was sensitive to the poverty of 
numerous ministers, with many of the grants of augmentations noting that the minister 
in question received little or no fixed maintenance.  This desire of the Committee to 
„[concern] itself… with the value of the living in relation to its pastoral responsibilities‟ 
was also found by O‟Day and Hughes in their study of Derbyshire and Warwickshire.  
The augmentation of woefully poor livings was a guiding principle of the Committee, 
and it was strikingly successful, particularly in Lancashire.  O‟Day and Hughes found that 
the Committee augmented three-quarters of the Derbyshire livings worth less than £10, 




augmented.[29]  In Lancashire, seventy-five of 101 livings (74.3 per cent) with an income 
of £10 or less received augmentations, whilst eighteen of twenty-six livings (69.2 per cent) 
valued between £11 and £20 were also augmented.  The figure is still remarkably high 
for livings worth between £21 and £50, ten from fifteen (66.7 per cent) of these 
benefices being augmented.  The preference to deal first with the poorest livings explains 
why some livings were never improved, as many of those that did not receive an 
augmentation were not in need of one.  In total, only eight of the thirty-four Lancashire 
benefices with revenues of £50 or more received an augmentation. 
 
[Insert Figures 1 and 2 here] 
 
Claire Cross suggested that „a Commonwealth parish minister could hope to 
obtain grants to bring his annual income to about £100 a year‟.[30]  This was optimistic, 
and in Lancashire only eight of the forty-four parish ministers not already in receipt of 
£100 or more had their income raised to this level, although several fell not far short.  
Nevertheless, the income of the parish clergy was improved.  If seventeen parish 
ministers had been in receipt of £40 or less in 1641, only seven parish ministers were 
earning less than £50 a year by the time of the Commonwealth, although these still 
included desperately poor livings, such as Pennington, with just £12, and Tunstall, with 
£15.[31]  If an income of £100 for parish ministers is optimistic, an income of £50 for 
many of the curates in the chapels seems plausible.  Before the wars, the only chapel with 
a living worth £50 was Rivington, whilst fifty-one curates had an income of £15 or 
below.  By 1650, the value of the livings of sixty-one chapels were worth £50 or more; 
some large chapelries, such as Liverpool and Oldham, were worth £90 or more, more 
than many parish ministers received!  Of course, many chapels were not augmented, due 
to some extent to vacancies.  Even so, the average salary of a curate at a Lancashire 
chapel was raised to almost £39 10s. by 1650.[32] 
The Committee were committed to the extension of the propagation of the 
gospel. In granting augmentations, the Committee envisaged a scheme to plant a 
preaching ministry, often stipulating that they should be „for the maintenance of an able 
preachinge Minister‟.[33]  Equally, augmentations were withheld from ministers judged 
to be unfit.  Robert Dewhurst of Newchurch-in-Rossendale never received an 
augmentation, because complaints of „sev[er]all grosse scandals‟ had been forwarded to 




lectureships within market towns.  In 1599, four Queen‟s Preacherships were created in 
Lancashire, „for the reclaiming of obstinate recusants… [and] for the needful instruction 
of the simple and ignorant in the knowledge of their duties to god and her Majesty‟.  The 
Committee for Plundered Ministers may have had this scheme in mind when it created 
extra lectureships in Blackburn and Preston, and Jeremy Marsden was given an 
augmentation of £100 in November 1651 to preach throughout the parish of Whalley. 
As with the King‟s Preachers, these new posts „were placed, and actually resided, or 
should have resided, in a neighbourhood where Catholics abounded‟.[35]   
In 1650, thirty-eight of Lancashire‟s benefices were vacant, and the drastically low 
value of clerical salaries within the county was largely to blame.  The Committee used 
augmentations to make vacant livings more attractive, in an effort to fill them.  The 
scarcity of records makes it impossible to gauge accurately how many augmentations 
were awarded to vacant benefices.  However, the Committee for Plundered Ministers 
made twenty-eight augmentations „for such minister as this Committee shall approve off‟, 
suggesting that the benefice in question was vacant.[36]  The Committee was also 
concerned to ensure that existing incumbents did not leave for want of adequate 
maintenance.  Thus, even before 1649, it began a policy of increasing existing 
augmentations, often from £40 to £50.  The policy was extended to encourage the 
building or repair of chapels.  An augmentation was promised in 1645 to the chapel of 
Lund when it „shall be re-edified‟, and the rebuilding was completed by 1648.  An 
augmentation of £50 was awarded in December 1649 to the minister appointed to the 
chapel of Elswicke, „lately… erected‟, although William Bell had to wait almost a year 
until he received his first payment in November 1650.[37]   
Where the system suffered problems was the lack of organisation or of a clear, 
national plan.  Although administered by a national body, augmentations continued to be 
funded entirely from local resources, explaining the very evident disparity between 
different regions‟ experiences of the Committee‟s work.  In essence, the Committee 
presided over a number of county-based schemes of augmentation, each of which 
reallocated local surplus sequestered ecclesiastical revenues to the benefit of locally 
approved ministers, often in response to the initiative of interested local parties, either 
parishioners or ministers.  Thus, when the Committee decided in July 1649 to increase 
the augmentation of John Wigan of Birch because his current grant was in „noe way 
responsible to… the great paines by him taken in the worke of the ministry‟, it was 




Similarly, the Committee was reliant upon the parties concerned to inform them of 
problems, such as when Christopher Hudson of Cartmel complained that he could not 
receive his new stipend because his tithes were being withheld by local parishioners.  
This shortfall is most evident, however, in the difficulties experienced by those in receipt 
of augmentations that failed, often because the intended revenues had already been 
awarded to other ministers or had been discharged from sequestration.  That this was the 
case should not surprise us, given that there was no comprehensive account of 
ecclesiastical resources until the great church survey of 1650.  Yet, as O‟Day and Hughes 
have pointed out, we should not try to apply modern ideals to early modern 
administrators.  „The system in operation did not appear by seventeenth-century 
standards to be malfunctioning at all… Seventeenth-century bureaucrats had no 
twentieth-century ideal of the virtues of administrative centralization to live up to; no 
twentieth-century model to measure themselves against.‟[38] 
It was the lack of an accurate idea of the funds available to it that led the 
Committee to seek to allocate augmentations exclusively from local resources.  O‟Day 
and Hughes argued that, rather than a negative form of localism, this instead represented 
a reasonable response to „the absence of a centralized and efficient bureaucracy of its 
own‟, which would have made it „impossible either to collect the necessary information 
about available revenue on a national scale or to ensure the collection of those revenues, 
transferral to a central fund, or payment‟.[39]  Whilst this policy resulted in an inefficient 
use of the available resources, ensuring that the Committee failed to augment all poor 
livings, the delegation of augmentations to the local sequestration agents made the 
system more effective, and left the Committee with the responsibility of simply 
overseeing and directing these local bodies.  A greater fault was the Committee‟s failure 
ever to survey fully the revenues available to it, resulting in the allocation of too many 
augmentations from too few resources, causing chaos and deprivation to the Lancashire 
ministers.  Further confusion was added as delinquents and recusants died or 
compounded for their estates, reducing the total revenues available, and discharging 
many augmentations.  Overall, twenty-nine orders to reallocate existing augmentations 
from new funds were made in Lancashire, although some augmentations needed to be 
dealt with more than once. 
Unsurprisingly, therefore, where possible the Committee would grant 
augmentations from the resources of the mother parish.  Fifty-seven of the 104 (54.8 per 




a situation parallel to that found in Derbyshire and Warwickshire.  The remainder of 
Lancashire‟s augmentations were drawn from a small number of sources, placing a heavy 
financial burden upon a few rich sequestered rectories (Table 2).  The data demonstrate 
the strain that was placed upon the five rectories of Poulton, Kirkham, Childwall, 
Ormskirk and Melling, which would be the main source of augmentations in the county, 
supporting forty-two augmentations, although this figure includes fourteen churches and 
chapels within those parishes.  The pressure placed on these five rectories was clearly too 
much, yet this was not the end of their burden.  Nine of the twenty-nine augmentations 
allocated a new source of revenue were to receive money from one of these five parishes, 
whilst another four augmentations were also partly funded from at least one of them.  
Under the Republic, the cracks that had already begun to appear became fissures.  It 
appears that the Committee had only a vague idea of what resources were available, and 
this led to the overcharging of some resources, particularly the tithes of Kirkham and 
Poulton.  In March 1649 the Committee had to replace a £50 augmentation granted 
from the Kirkham tithes to Richard Briggs of Longton with an award from other sources, 
the former being „otherwise disposed of‟.  Henry Morris of Burnley‟s augmentation from 
the Kirkham tithes was replaced in December 1651, because „this Com[mit]tee had 
before granted [th]e whole p[ro]fitts of the said rectory to several other ministers‟.[40]  
Eleven more augmentations awarded from these five main rectories would be discharged 
and replaced between 1649 and 1653.  In all, fifty-seven augmentations were made from 
the sequestered tithes of Poulton and Bispham, Kirkham, Childwall, Ormskirk and 
Melling, of which fifteen became void.   
 
[Insert Table 2 here] 
 
The discharge of sequestered tithes was another aspect of the problem of basing 
so many augmentations on so few resources.[41]  The death of Sir Thomas Tyldesley of 
Myerscough, killed during the Scottish invasion of August 1651, was particularly 
disruptive.  Tyldesley had rented part of the tithes of Kirkham, whilst he was also an 
impropriator of part of the tithes of Poulton.  The sequestration of Tyldesley‟s estates 
ceased with his decease, necessitating the regranting of several augmentations.  The £50 
augmentation to the minister of Bispham from the Poulton tithes was reported to have 
„now become fruitless‟, and so a new grant of £51 was made from a variety of sources.  




redistributed in 1652.[42]  This loss through composition or death of several sources of 
augmentations forced the Committee to combine a variety of smaller revenues together.  
Indeed, the paucity of the resources available to the Commonwealth after 1651 is striking, 
with eleven of the sixteen augmentations made in 1652 drawn from a variety of small 
revenues. 
Despite the evident confusion, many augmentations were paid regularly and on 
time, making the Commonwealth period perhaps a golden age for the ministry in 
Lancashire, and there are records for the payment of fifty-three augmentations between 
January 1650 and March 1653, although the sums involved varied greatly.[43]  In total, 
during this three-year period, at least nineteen ministers received payments equivalent to 
the full value of their augmentation for at least two years and another twenty received 
between one and two years‟ full value of their augmentation.  Even those who are 
recorded as having been paid less than a full year‟s value of their augmentation still often 
received at least a full quarter‟s pay.  This compares well with Warwickshire, where only 
two of sixteen ministers were recorded as receiving more than half of their augmentation 
over three years, and six received less than 10 per cent.[44] 
Sequestration could clearly only be a short-term solution to the problem of 
financing the ministry.  The estates, which could not remain under sequestration for 
longer than the duration of the delinquents‟ lives, could be released from sequestration 
by the payment of a composition fine.  The new authorities sought to introduce a more 
permanent settlement by purchasing impropriated tithes from sequestered Royalists, who 
had £100 deducted from their composition fine for each £10 a year that they settled 
upon a minister.[45]  Thus, when Edmund Assheton of Chadderton endowed Oldham 
with £100 a year and Shaw with another £40 a year, his composition fine of £1414 was 
wholly remitted.  This proved popular, enabling Royalists to escape sequestration without 
having to raise large sums of capital for a fine, whilst permanently providing maintenance 
for individual ministers (a goal which need not have been opposed by the Royalists 
themselves), and thirteen such arrangements were made in Lancashire.  Most notably, Sir 
Henry Compton settled £100 a year each upon the churches of Caton and Bolton-le-
Sands, £50 a year upon Over Kellet, £30 on the minister at Over Wyresdale, and £16 
13s. 4d. upon the chapel of Overton.[46] 
However effectively the system worked under the Commonwealth, it was thrown 
into a state of utter confusion in 1653 with Cromwell‟s ejection of the Long Parliament, 




augmentations in limbo.  The short life of the Barebones Parliament further delayed any 
settlement of the finances of the Church.  It was not until September 1654 that an 
ordinance was enacted, granting to the Trustees for the Maintenance of Ministers all of 
the powers of the former Committee for Plundered Ministers.[47]  The Trustees began 
by instituting a thorough review of the resources available to them, and the state of the 
augmentations entrusted to them.  Hughes and O‟Day have highlighted the importance 
of the Trustees‟ possession of the 1650 Church Survey, which provided them with „more 
exact information on the character of ministers, the value of livings and the revenue 
available‟.[48]  The Survey had been instituted by the Rump in June 1649, on the original 
appointment of the Trustees, to aid them in ascertaining which ministers were the 
neediest.[49]  Commissions were set up to enquire into „the true yearly value of all 
Parsonages and Vicarages presentative, and of all other Spiritual and Ecclesiastical 
Benefices and Livings, unto which any cure of Souls is attached‟.  The commissioners 
were also to evaluate the abilities of individual ministers, and to assess the need to 
reorganise the existing parochial structure, considering the merger or division of existing 
parishes.[50]  The Survey provides a detailed picture of the state of the Church in June 
1650, the month in which the commissioners finally called before them jurors drawn 
from each of the county‟s parishes.  It assessed the revenues of every benefice, revealed 
the shocking number of vacancies at that time, and passed judgement upon the qualities 
of many of the county‟s ministers.  As such, we should remember that this was not a 
wholly impartial appraisal of the state of the Church; nevertheless, it provided the 
Trustees with a clearer picture of the overall situation than any central regime had had in 
over a century.  
The Trustees quickly confirmed twelve of the thirteen settlements made by 
compounding delinquents, and replaced the thirteenth, at Overton, with an augmentation 
of a larger value.[51]  To these, they added twelve augmentations to benefices that had 
not previously been in receipt of an award from the Committee for Plundered Ministers, 
including a grant of £40 for the minister serving at „Manchester College‟, which was 
probably the recently erected Baptist congregation of John Wigan.[52]  Of the ninety-one 
remaining augmentations awarded before 1654, the Trustees renewed just twenty-
nine.[53]  As Table 3 demonstrates, only one of these was increased in value, whilst 
another seven remained at their previous value; twenty-one augmentations decreased in 
value.  The reductions could vary dramatically in their impact; four ministers had their 




the previous arrangement of £102 reduced to the more realistic £40, whilst the £50 
awards made to ministers at Billinge and Hindley were both reduced to £10.  However, 
we must beware of painting an overly simplistic picture.  For instance, some of these new 
arrangements were not introduced until long after 1654, implying a complete cessation of 
payments in the intervening years.  Poulton-le-Fylde‟s reduced augmentation of £30 was 
only awarded in 1660, whilst several renewals were only made in 1659; one suspects that 
the ministers in question never saw the fruits of these new arrangements.  
  
[Insert Table 3 here] 
 
The Lancashire sequestration accounts are much less regular for this period, and 
thus it is harder to calculate how effective these augmentations were.  An account book 
of 1655 and 1656 notes payments to eleven ministers, but the records are confused.[54]  
It is difficult to identify some of the ministers, or to connect them to their livings.  It is 
also not clear what sums are being paid, as they appear to be augmentations not listed in 
the orders of the Trustees.  What is clear, however, is that these were all substantial sums, 
with no minister being paid less than £36 14s. 11d.; William Armistead was paid £98 10s. 
8d., whilst Michael Briscoe might have received as much as £111 5s.[55]  The accounts of 
the Trustees themselves are also extant for the year 1657, and they record the payment of 
eight compositions made by royalists, and twenty-one augmentations, representing 
slightly more than half (51.2 per cent) of the awards made by the Trustees.[56]  Twenty-
two of these payments are for the full value owed to the minister, whilst the remainder 
are all for at least half of the money due.  Only three are noted as having been in arrears.  
Of these thirty payments, only Michael Briscoe, who held more than one augmentation, 
also received payments from the sequestration agents during the same period.  In total, 
augmentations were paid to forty ministers between March 1655 and December 1657, 
often for much if not all of the value granted to them.  Whilst the financial base of 
clerical augmentations had shrunk during the Protectorate, this enabled the Trustees to 
honour their awards much more effectively than had been the case before, ensuring a 
much more secure situation to those awarded augmentations. 
 
Ultimately, the effort to improve clerical livings within Lancashire during the 
1640s and 1650s, fraught with problems throughout, was only partially successful.  The 




significant sums were permanently settled upon ministers by lay rectors, would have 
greatly improved the situation.  Not only did it seek to provide for ministers from the 
tithes of their own parish, it also took the burden of supporting the ministry away from 
the State and returned that responsibility to the lay rector.  Indeed, it should be 
understood as reversing a significant problem that had originally been created during the 
Reformation, returning ecclesiastical revenues to the support of the Church.  Yet it was a 
policy used too rarely to make a great impact.  Only thirteen benefices had improved 
stipends permanently settled upon them as part of the composition of delinquents for 
their sequestered estates.  The remainder of the livings in the county continued to be 
augmented from sequestered revenues.  This proved a shaky business, for whilst the 
payment of endowments settled by indenture continued at least as long as the republican 
regime existed, the State often found itself unable to ensure the payment of other 
augmentations.  No thought was given to the consideration that sequestered estates were 
a dwindling source of revenue, and there was no permanent plan for the augmentation of 
clerical livings.  Over-reliance on too few sequestered rectories caused major problems 
when those rectories were removed from sequestration.  The transience of this measure 
was demonstrated in 1660, when the whole system collapsed, and clerical livings reverted 
to their pre-war levels.     
It would be unfair to say that the various regimes of the 1640s and 1650s failed to 
recognise this problem, however.  The 1650 Church Survey demonstrates that there was 
an intention thoroughly to reform England‟s parochial structure, remoulding the 
country‟s existing approximately 9,000 ancient parishes into a more manageable and 
equitable system.  The commissioners were to enquire „how parishe Churches and 
Chappells are scituate and fitt to be vnited‟, „what Chappells are fitt to be taken from 
parishe Churches and annexed to others or made parish Churches‟ and „where it is fitt 
for other Churches to be built and the parishes devided and part of them appropriated to 
those new built Churches‟.[57]  The scheme would have necessitated the erection of 
twenty-eight new buildings, many of which would have been new parish churches, and 
the relocation of some existing buildings.  The jurors‟ recommendations would have 
divided Lancashire‟s existing sixty-two parishes into at least 185 parishes (Table 4).  The 
least affected area was the large hundred of Lonsdale, which already had the most 
parishes in the county, and Lancaster would have been left as the largest parish in the 
county, despite the proposed separation of the chapels of Overton, Gressingham and 




hundred of Blackburn, where the five ancient parishes would have been divided into 
twenty-eight new parishes.  The huge parish of Whalley was to be divided into sixteen 
smaller parishes, whilst Blackburn would be separated into eight new parishes.  In 
Amounderness, the jurors would have replaced the existing five parishes with twenty-two 
new ones, whilst the fifteen parishes of West Derby hundred and the twelve parishes of 
Salford hundred would have both been divided into forty-three parishes.  In Leyland 
hundred, the seven existing parishes would have been replaced by seventeen parishes. 
 
[Insert Table 4 here] 
 
Despite some delay in acting upon these recommendations, partly due to the 
repeated upheavals in central government and partly as a result of the resistance of 
interested local parties, by 1659 at least four new parishes had been created in Lancashire, 
whilst the process was under way to create twenty-nine further new parishes when the 
system collapsed in 1660.  Although the recommendations would not have led to a great 
many more churches than already existed within the county, by creating a greater number 
of smaller parishes they would have greatly reduced the vast differences in wealth 
between the benefices in Lancashire.  Furthermore, the divisions of these parishes 
represented a permanent reorganisation of settlement of the existing ecclesiastical 
revenues, and as such was intended to replace the transitory and temporary system of 
augmentations.   
Ultimately, the various regimes of the mid seventeenth century suffered from a 
lack of imagination, and a desperate need for cash.  Whilst the quest to improve 
ministerial livings and promote a preaching ministry had been a long-term goal of many 
Parliamentarians, the central government was unable – or unwilling – to commit 
anything other than ecclesiastical revenues towards the augmentation of clerical wages.  
Land acquired by the abolition of both the monarchy and episcopacy might also have 
been dedicated to church reform, but instead was used to raise ready cash.  The 
Commonwealth should be viewed in much the same way as Henry VIII, both having 
seized great portions of ecclesiastical land and then sold it to finance military adventures.   
Nevertheless, the augmentation of benefices in Lancashire should not be 
accounted a failure.  Whilst Andrew Coleby found that in Hampshire „under the Rump, 
central government had little impact on the quality of the local ministry‟, Lancashire 




poorest livings were supplemented with sizeable augmentations, and a greater number of 
churches and chapels were served on a more regular basis than had been the case since at 
least the dissolution of the monasteries.  Whilst it might be true that „bodies like the 
Council of State were far more interested in the political loyalty of ministers than 
anything else‟, the provision of a more numerous and better rewarded clergy was a policy 
that was pursued with at least some success in Lancashire.[58]  Many of the parochial 
chapels of the county, particularly those in the most remote areas, found themselves 
during the Interregnum with an incumbent for the first time in years.  Although some 
gross inequalities remained between the richest and poorest benefices in the county, the 
majority of the most deprived livings had their revenues significantly increased by the 
awards of augmentations.  The augmentations of clerical livings in the 1640s and 1650s 
thus represent the greatest improvement to the condition of the clergy until the advent of 
Queen Anne‟s Bounty in the eighteenth century. 
What I hope I have shown is that there was still a national Church, overseen by a 
central body responsible for the appointment and maintenance of the ministry.  
Historians have too often been distracted by the failure of the Presbyterians to enforce 
discipline and orthodoxy after 1649, and by the existence and toleration of various sects.  
However, if we draw our attention back from these disputes, it will become apparent that 
these denominational divisions disguise the fact that most of the parishes of England 
were still functioning as they always had done.  The vast majority of English men and 
women continued to attend services at their local church, services that broadly 
conformed to a national liturgy, performed by ministers supported from State revenues.  
Instead of using the idea of a compulsory and doctrinally orthodox, universal Church as 
the yardstick of a successful national Church, we should recognise that England had a 
very different form of established Church in the 1650s, one very much made in the 
image of its creators.  The fact that the ministers serving in England‟s parishes ranged 
from orthodox Presbyterians to Congregationalists to Baptists (and no doubt also 
included closet Anglicans) simply demonstrates that the Church in the 1650s reflected 
the concerns of many leading Parliamentarians for substance over form, and a 
willingness to support „godliness‟ in its many guises.  Ultimately, this project suffered 
because of the failure of any of the mid seventeenth-century regimes to achieve longevity; 
had Cromwell lived longer, or had the Protectorate survived him, the process of dividing 
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